Predictive accuracy of performance oriented mobility assessment for falls in older adults: A systematic review
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Abstract

Background: Performance Oriented Mobility Assessment (POMA) is a commonly used screening tool for identifying patients at risk of falling. The purpose of this systematic review was to determine the overall predictive accuracy of POMA for falls in community-dwelling older adults. This review could provide useful information to use POMA in both research and clinical settings.

Methods: In this study, PubMed, EMBASE, CINHAL, Cochrane Library, EBSCO, and SCOPUS were searched to identify studies published from 1987 to 2017 that aimed at validating POMA and reporting predictive value with sufficient data to calculate sensitivity and specificity. The methodological quality of the selected studies was assessed using the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS-2).

Results: Of the 121 identified studies, 12 met the inclusion criteria and were entered in the final analysis. Fall rate ranged from 5% to 61% in the included studies. The POMA cutoff point for discriminating fallers from non-fallers varied from 15 to 26. Sensitivity and specificity of the POMA ranged from 24-91 to 37-97, respectively.

Conclusion: Due to heterogeneity of the type of studies, participants, the definition of fall, and use of different versions of POMA, it was not possible to determine a specific cutoff point for POMA. In addition, using the same version and scoring method of POMA and controlling the significant potential confounders (eg, age, gender, and comorbidities) would provide better information about the predictive accuracy of POMA for falls in older adults.
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Introduction

Almost one third of older adults aged 60 years and older experience falls at least once a year, which is a major health problem (1). A wide range of fall consequences from mild injury to death has been reported in previous studies, which may cause a significant financial burden on people, the health system, and the community (2). Hence, early identification of individuals at risk of falls is necessary for adopting fall preventive strategies (3, 4). Impairments of balance and gait are among the most important reported risk factors for fall in older adults (5). Therefore, balance and gait should be considered in evaluating risk of falls in older adults.

Both single- and multi-item instruments can be used to assess risk of falls. Although single-item instruments are a good choice for assessment in time-limited conditions, they have less validity and sensitivity to changes compared to multi-item instruments (6, 7). Considering the multifactorial nature of falls, previous studies have suggested the use of multi-item instruments that investigated several risk factors for falls (8). Assessment of risk of

↑What is “already known” in this topic:
Falling is a common problem in older people. It can lead to physical and psychological complications. Balance and gait are two important factor in assessment of risk of falls that should be considered in evaluation.

→What this article adds:
This systematic review revealed Performance Oriented Mobility Assessment (POMA) is an appropriate tool for identifying risk of falls in older adults.
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falls is usually performed using multi-item or functional assessment tools. Most of these tools assess only one of the important risk factors for falls, including muscle strength, balance, functional mobility, and gait. For example, chair-standing test evaluates muscle strength, while Timed Up & Go (TUG) test and Dynamic Gait Index (DGI) assess functional mobility and gait, respectively (9-12). However, Performance Oriented Mobility Assessment (POMA) includes different manoeuvres that require musculoskeletal functions, balance, postural control, and gait. The original version of this test, which has been used in most studies, is the 16-item POMA, with a total score of 28 that includes two subscales of balance and gait. The balance subscale has 9 items (1. sitting balance; 2. arising; 3. attempt to arise; 4. immediate standing balance (first 5 seconds); 5. standing balance; 6. nudged (subject is at a position with feet as close together as possible, the examiner pushes lightly on the subject’s sternum with palm of hand 3 times); 7. eyes closed (at maximum position #6); 8. turning 360 degrees; 9. sitting down), with a minimum and maximum score of 0 and 16. The gait subscale has 7 items (1. initiation of gait (immediately after being told “go”); 2. step length and height; 3. step symmetry; 4. step continuity; 5. path (estimated in relation to floor tiles, 12-inch diameter, observe excursion of a foot over about 10 feet of the course); 6. trunk; 7. walking stance), with a minimum and maximum score of 0 and 12, respectively. Some items (e.g., items 1 and 7 of the balance subscale and items 1-4 and 7 of the gait subscale) are scored as 0 (can perform) or 1 (cannot perform), while others (e.g., items 2-6, 8 and 9 of the balance subscale and items 5 and 6 of the gait subscale) are scored as 0 (abnormal), 1 (adaptive), or 2 (normal) (13). In addition to the original version, there are several versions of this test with different names and scoring methods (e.g., Tinetti Fall Risk Index, Tinetti test, Tinetti Balance Scale, Tinetti Balance and Mobility Score, and Tinetti Performance-Oriented Mobility Assessment). POMA is used as an outcome measure for predicting risk of falls in different populations and has various versions (14-16). Previous studies have confirmed the reliability of POMA in older adults (ICC = 0.75-0.97) (17-21). Concurrent validity of the POMA has also been reported using BBS (0.91) and TUG (-0.68) (9, 17). The sensitivity of this test has been reported to be in a range of 24%-95% (13, 17, 22-31).

Because of ease of implementation, use of simple equipment, and the minimum need for training, POMA has been used to assess the risk of falls of older adults in different settings, including community settings (13). Hence, it seems reasonable to use POMA as an appropriate tool for identifying fallers and non-fallers and possible reasons for falls in older adults. However, various predictive values of POMA reported in the literature makes it difficult to translate the knowledge for use in clinical setting. Thus, conducting a systematic review may provide useful information to guide its use as an accurate and appropriate screening tool in older adults (32). Therefore, the aim of this systematic review without meta-analysis was to examine the predictive accuracy of POMA to identify risk of falls in older adults.

Methods

Search strategy

Different electronic databases, including PubMed, EMBASE, CINHAL, Cochrane Library, EBSCO, and SCOPUS, were searched. The following terms or their combinations [MeSH terms] were used for the search: “Performance-Oriented Mobility Assessment”, “Tinetti Balance and gait scale”, “Tinetti Mobility Test”, “Tinetti Fall Risk Index”, “Tinetti Test”, “Tinetti”, “POMA”, “POMA-B”, and “POMA-G”. Searches were limited to articles in the English language. Since the original version of POMA (16-item POMA) was developed in 1987, the search included the articles published from 1987 to 2017 (Update 30/3/2018).

Study selection and data extraction

The inclusion criteria were as follow: (1) studies with participants aged over 60 years who had not comorbid disorders such as stroke, Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease, and dementia; (2) the sample size of 30 or larger; and (3) studies that reported false negative (FN), false positive (FP), true positive (TP), and true negative (TN) data needed to obtain predictive accuracy of POMA. Non-diagnostic and diagnostic studies that did not provide enough information about the predictive accuracy of POMA were excluded.

Quality assessment

The methodological quality of the studies was evaluated by two reviewers based on the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS-2), and a third reviewer resolved any disagreement. The agreement percent between authors was 86%. The QUADAS-2 evaluates the risk of bias and applicability related concerns (31). Items of the risk of bias assessment include patient or sample selection, index test, reference standard, flow and timing. The application of studies in the first 3 cases of these items was also judged by yes (low risk of bias), no (high risk of bias), and unclear options (lack of sufficient information).

Flow and timing

First, all duplicate publications were excluded. The titles and abstracts as well as full-texts (in case of difficulty judging) were assessed, and studies were selected based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Then, data were extracted and entered in evidence table that included the following items: the type and setting of the study, age and gender distribution, cutoff point used in the study, and definition of fall and follow-up period. A 2 × 2 contingency table was created and FN, TP, FP, and TN values of the articles were entered in the table. Sensitivity and specificity were assessed to investigate the predictive accuracy of POMA in different studies.

Index test

Studies in which POMA was used as the only index test or one of the evaluation tools were selected.
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Reference standard
In the present study, the following definition of fall was considered: “Sudden changes in the body state due to falling on the ground or an object (3)”. 

Results
Study selection
Overall, 133 potentially eligible abstracts were identified. Eight duplicate abstracts were excluded and 101 abstracts were also excluded after screening based on the inclusion criteria. By reviewing the full-text of the remaining 24 articles, 12 articles were excluded due to the following reasons: 4 articles were review article, 1 had a sample size less than 30, and 7 had elderly participants with comorbid disorders. Finally, 12 articles were included in this systematic review (Fig. 1).

Study characteristics
Of the 12 included studies, 9 were prospective with follow-up period between 6 and 14 months (13, 17, 22, 23, 25-28, 31) and 3 were retrospective and investigated fall history during the past 6 to 12 months using recall form (24, 29, 30) (Table 1). Eight studies were conducted on community-dwelling older adults (6 prospective and 2 retrospective studies) (13, 22-24, 26-28, 30), 3 were done on older adults residing in nursing homes (only prospective studies) (17, 25, 31), and one on older adults admitted to hospitals (retrospective) (29). The number of participants in 9 included prospective studies ranged from 45 to 1103, with a sample size less than 200 in 7 studies (17, 22, 23, 25-27, 31) and larger than 200 in 2 studies (18, 28). However, the number of participants in 3 included retrospective studies ranged from 34 to 77 and none of these studies had a sample size larger than 200 (24, 29, 30) (Table 1). Mean ± SD age of the participants was in the range of 72.30±8 - 84.90±6 and 71.60±6 - 82.12±8 in the included prospective (13, 17, 22, 23, 25-28, 31) and retrospective studies (24, 29, 30), respectively (Table 1).

In this study, 50% to 61% of the participants in the 9 included prospective studies had experienced falling in the follow-up period. The number of participants of the 3 included retrospective studies who experienced falling in the past year was 27% (24), 55% (30), and 59% (29). Also, 41% to 83% of the participants in different included studies were female. Different cutoff points ranging from 15 to 26, with sensitivity of 24%-95% were reported in different included studies. The use of assistive device was reported by 65% of all participants in Faber study (17) and 100% of the participants with a fall history and 72% of the participants without fall history in Thomas study (30). Of the 12 included studies, ceiling and floor effect was only reported in Faber study (17). The time of falling was not reported in any study. POMA accuracy was reported to range 54%-92% and 64%-79% in the prospective and retrospective studies, respectively.

**Fig. 1.** Flowchart for articles selection in the systematic review
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Study quality
Figure 2 shows a summary diagram of the quality assessment of the 12 included studies. Based on the QUADAS-2, the overall quality of the included studies was moderate. Six studies were rated as low in all domains of applicability concerns and risk of bias (19, 24, 25, 27, 28, 33). There was a high risk of bias for 3 studies (26, 31, 32) and unclear risk of bias for the remaining studies (17, 29, 30). Due to the lack of information about participants’ selection (ie, selection bias), criteria used for full definition (eg, reference standard), and lack of follow-up period, most studies were rated as high or unclear risk of bias. Based on applicability concerns, there was a low, unclear, and high level of concern in 7 (17, 19, 24, 25, 27-29), 2 (30, 33), and 3 (26, 31, 32) studies, respectively.

Predictive accuracy of the included studies
Among prospective studies, Tinetti (13), Riache (28), and Panzer (27) conducted a study on community-dwelling older adults and used the total score of the original version of the POMA (eg, total score of 0-28), with cutoff point of 15, 25, and 26, respectively. In the prospective studies of the Trueblood (22), Murphy (23), and Verghese (26) that investigated the community-dwelling older adults, balance subscale of the POMA with cutoff point of 12, 12, and 10 was used, respectively. The total score of the original version of POMA, with cutoff point of 19, 19, and 20, was used in the prospective studies of the Faber (17), Sharifi (25), and Topper (31), respectively, which were conducted in elderly residents of the nursing care centres (Tables 1 and 2).

Of the retrospective studies conducted in community settings, one study used the total score of the original version of POMA, with cutoff point of 18 (24), and one study used the score of POMA balance subscale (0-16), with cutoff point of 11 (30). The total score of the original version of POMA, with cutoff point of 21, was only used in Chiu study, which was conducted on older adults admitted to hospitals (Tables 1 and 3).

Sensitivity analysis
Among 12 included studies, Topper (31) study that used cutoff point of 20 for the total score of the original version of POMA in elderly residents of nursing care centres, reported the highest sensitivity (93%). Of the studies that used the score of POMA balance subscale, the highest

Table 1. Summary of main characteristics of articles selection in the systematic review without meta-analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Design study</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Age (years) Mean (SD)</th>
<th>%Sex</th>
<th>Total Faller</th>
<th>Follow-up (Month)</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shariﬁ F, et al (2015) (25)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>76.02 (8.82)</td>
<td>42.30</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Nursing Care Residents Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panzer VP, et al (2011) (27)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>75.10 (6.50)</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advic D, et al (2006) (24)</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Bosnia</td>
<td>71.60 (5.60)</td>
<td>35.06</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas JI, et al (2005) (30)</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>81.60 (6.70)</td>
<td>46.67</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiu AY, et al (2003) (29)</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>82.12 (8.19)</td>
<td>41.18</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trueblood PR, et al (2001) (22)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>77.90 (7.26)</td>
<td>20.60</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topper AK, et al (1993) (31)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>83.00 (6.00)</td>
<td>45.76</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Nursing Care Residents Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinetti ME, et al (1986) (13)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>79.60 (5.20)</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>1103</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Community</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: P=Prospective (A study that involves taking a cohort of information and watching them over a long period.), R=Retrospective (A historical cohort study that describes research information from the past.), NR=Not Reported
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sensitivity (83%) was obtained in Thomas study (30), with cutoff point of 11 in community-dwelling older adults.

Of the 12 included studies, the highest specificity (89%) was reported for elderly residents of the nursing care centres (31) using cutoff point of 20 for the total score of the original version of the POMA. Of the studies that used the score of POMA balance subscale, the highest specificity (97%) was found for community-dwelling older adults, with cutoff point of 12 (23).

Considering both sensitivity and specificity in the studies that used the score of POMA balance subscale, the best cutoff point was 11 (with 83% sensitivity and 75% specificity), as reported by Murphy (23). However, of the studies that used the total score of the original version of POMA, the best cutoff point was reported by Topper (31), with 91% sensitivity and 89% specificity (Tables 2 and 3).

**Discussion**

POMA is widely used as a functional tool for predicting falls in older adults. Different manoeuvres performed in POMA are also needed for doing activities of daily living, resulting in widespread use of the POMA in both research and clinical settings. However, generalization of the results of previous studies is difficult due to different study types, target populations, definition of fall, method used to record fall consequences, versions of the POMA used in the studies, cutoff points, and parameters related to predictive power of POMA. This was the first systematic review of the predictive accuracy of POMA for falls in older adults that provides accurate and consistent information about POMA predictive accuracy.

Retrospective studies conducted on POMA were cross sectional studies that reported cutoff points of 11, 18, and 21 (24, 29, 30). These studies evaluated balance and gait by POMA and considered fall history in different times. Since various factors may affect balance function, these cutoff points could not be used as optimal cutoff points in clinical or research settings. Moreover, the sample size of retrospective studies conducted on the POMA predictive accuracy was less than 78 and the number of fallers was also very small (eg, less than 22 participants). As determining the cutoff point in diagnostic accuracy studies needs a large sample size, the results of these studies cannot be trusted (Table 3).

In the included prospective studies on POMA predictive accuracy in older adults, cutoff points between 15 and 26 were reported for predicting falls based on the total score of the original version of POMA (13, 17, 22, 23, 25-28, 31). Some of these studies selected the participants from healthy community-dwelling older adults with high level of function, while others selected the elderly admitted to hospitals or nursing care centres. Thus, various populations selected in these studies may be one of the reasons of the heterogeneity of appropriate cutoff point. Another possible explanation for heterogeneity of cutoff point as well as sensitivity and specificity of POMA in older adults may be the different sample size of the included studies, with sample size of equal to or larger than 180 only in 3 studies (Tinetti study, n = 1103 (13); Riache study, n = 225 (28); and Trueblood study, n = 180 (22)). Since the number of fallers was very small (equal to or less than 30) in 2 of the 3 studies, all the included prospective studies, except for the Tinetti study, have a disadvantage in sample size and number of fallers and cannot be cited. On the other hand, cutoff points of 25 and 26 were reported in some included prospective studies (27, 28) that are near the ceiling effect of POMA. Therefore, these cutoff points cannot be appropriate for detecting risk of falls in all older adults. Furthermore, some of the included prospective studies (22, 23, 26) only used the balance subscale of POMA. Because falling depends on mobility and gait in addition to balance, the results of these studies cannot be used to predict risk of falls in older adults. Two of these 3 studies (22, 23) reported cutoff point of 12, which is near a ceiling effect of POMA balance subscale. Hence, this cutoff point is also questionable. Thus, only the prospective study of Tinetti, conducted on community-dwelling older adults with a large sample size (n = 1103), was suitable for determining the diagnostic accuracy of the original version of POMA for risk of falls. However, due to very low sensitivity (46%) and specificity (69%) of the POMA in this study, the cutoff point of this study (i.e. 17)
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cannot be used as an optimal cutoff point for predicting risk of falls in older adults (Table 2). Thus, further studies are warranted to determine the optimal cutoff point of the POMA to predict risk of falls in older adults.

The heterogeneity of type of studies, outcome measures, and settings precluded meta-analysis, and thus a better standardization of assessment condition based on a protocol explained in the original version of the POMA (i.e., 16-item POMA) should be used in future studies to assess risk of falls in older adults using POMA.

Considering the heterogeneity of type of studies, target populations, number of fallers, and type of POMA sub-scale used in the included studies, a specific cutoff point of POMA cannot be suggested for predicting risk of falls in older adults.

Conclusion

The results of this article are useful for all therapists, particularly occupational therapists who work in the field of aging and need a good tool for predicting risk of falls in older adults. POMA is an appropriate tool for identifying risk of falls in older adults, which can be used in both research and clinical settings.
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